
Game Format

● Regulation Play | Pool play, playoff and consolation games will start every fifty minutes.  Regulation play

will consist of two, twenty minute running halves with a three minute halftime.

● Overtime | In playoff games, there are two 3 min sudden victory OT periods with running clock. If no goal

after the first 3 min period teams will switch ends with no delay for coaching or substitution, cards, and AP

carry over. If no goal after the two 3 min periods then teams will play modified Braveheart format. Teams

will have a 1 min rest period, cards, AP and defending goal carry over. Coaches will select any combination

of 4 players (3 field and 1 goalie or 4 field players and no goalie). Begins with a faceoff, the first goal wins.

● Timeouts | One thirty second timeout (clock stops) per team per game for playoffs only.  Timeouts do not

carry over into OT.  Timeouts may be called anywhere on the field with your team in possession or off an

out of bounds.

● Time | All games run on a central horn and will be started and stopped by said horn. Playoffs may run past

the horn if timeouts are used.

RULE SPECIFICATIONS
● Twenty seconds to get ball over the midline and ten seconds to get the ball to the offensive end for HS

Varsity and JV divisions.  No count for youth divisions.

● “Over & Back”  ONLY applies to HS Varsity & JV divisions.  Teams MUST have satisfied the touch in the box

requirement before Over & Back is possible.

● No “Keep It In” in the last two minutes for any divisions unless goal differential is 2 or less.

● Flag down, slow whistle, play continues until the defense gains possession or a goal is scored in 2023-2025

divisions.  Play stops when ball hits ground in all other divisions.

● No one handed checks allowed in 2027-2034 divisions.

● No stick checks unless decided by a referee

● Up to four long poles allowed on the field at any one time.  No long poles for 10U

● Mercy rule for all divisions.  Five goal differential, no faceoff, losing team is awarded the ball.  The losing

team may choose to faceoff regardless of this option

○ Tie Breaking Tiers for determining playoff seed:

■ Head to head

■ Least goals against

■ Most goals scored

■ Coin flip

● For 3 way tie: once a team is determined to be seeded above the others the tier that

broke the tie will not be revisited, we will move to the next tier to determine the next

seed

● Penalties

○ 45 second technical foul

○ 90 second personal foul

○ Penalty time starts on the restart of the whistle

○ In-Home can serve a goalie penalty if no second goalie is available



FIGHTING / EJECTIONS / FOULING OUT
● If a player is ejected from a game by an official for fighting, that player will sit out the remainder of that

game plus the following game.  All ejections will be reported to Headquarters.

● If a player receives 5 minutes of penalties in a game, that player will sit out the remainder of that game

● The Tournament Director reserves the right to suspend any player, team or fan, for any number of games,

or from the event entirely, upon further review of altercation details.


